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Metamaterial-based absorbers play a significant role in applications ranging from energy harvesting and thermal emitters to sensors and imaging devices. The middle dielectric layer of conventional metamaterial absorbers has always been
solid. Researchers could not detect the near field distribution in this layer or utilize it effectively. Here, we use anisotropic
liquid crystal as the dielectric layer to realize electrically fast tunable terahertz metamaterial absorbers. We demonstrate
strong, position-dependent terahertz near-field enhancement with sub-wavelength resolution inside the metamaterial absorber. We measure the terahertz far-field absorption as the driving voltage increases. By combining experimental results
with liquid crystal simulations, we verify the near-field distribution in the middle layer indirectly and bridge the nearfield and far-field observations. Our work opens new opportunities for creating high-performance, fast, tunable, terahertz
metamaterial devices that can be applied in biological imaging and sensing.
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1. Introduction
Terahertz (THz) radiation (0.1–10 THz) has a wide range
of potential applications such as security and defense, biomedical, biopsy, and non-destructive detection because of
its low photon energy, sensitivity to hydrogen-bond absorption, and the ease with which it can penetrate non-conducting
materials. [1,2] THz absorbers that can be used for THz sensing, imaging, and cloaking are in high demand. [3,4] Because
of the lack of efficient natural materials in the THz range,
metamaterial perfect absorbers (MPAs), which have the advantages of small size and minimal thickness, have received
substantial attention. [5,6] Because of the limitations imposed
by the 3-layer geometry (metasurface, dielectric spacer, metal
ground plane) and the manufacturing processes, the previous researchers, who wanted to optimize device performance
for mechanical flexibility along with broadband, multiband,
polarization-insensitive, angular-insensitive absorption, have
devoted most of their attention to the design of different metasurfaces and have relied on only a few solid spacers such as
polyimide, GaAs, and SiO2 . [7–11]
We should note that the middle dielectric layer of MPAs
plays an important role, especially in the THz regime where
the dielectric absorption losses are much larger than the

Ohmic losses. [12,13] Some prior researchers have already focused on the middle layer, where strong THz near-field enhancement with sub-wavelength resolution is very useful for
detectors. [14,15] But these enhancements are not observed
when we use any currently developed theory, such as the
effective medium, interference, and transmission line model
theories. [16–18] THz near-field microscopy cannot detect the
inner field distribution exactly. An association between the
strong THz near-field characteristics and the absorption performance in the far field has not yet been clearly explained.
Hence, it is very significant and challenging to investigate
the inside of MPAs, especially when we use a non-solid
anisotropic material as the middle spacer.
Liquid crystal (LC) is a promising candidate that possesses many properties of a liquid while exhibiting anisotropy
similar to that of a crystal. The director is sensitive to
the surface and the external electric field. The mature LCbased display technology makes the LC solution very attractive in both academia and industry for possible low-cost mass
production. [19] Currently, LC-based THz tunable components
have been widely proposed. Unfortunately, the very slow response time caused by the thick LC layer hampers their further development in practical applications. [20–22] The use of
metamaterial can compress the thickness while working as an
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electrode to control the LC by means of an applied voltage.
However, in the prior research , unaligned LC was simply deposited on top of THz MPA to realize tunability, [23,24] which
was not manipulated efficiently. There have also been some
recent theoretical studies. [25,26]
Here, we propose a new kind of THz metamaterial absorber (TMA), which mainly consists of four layers, produced
by a simple and mature LC cell fabrication process. LC material NJU-LDn-4 with large birefringence in the THz range [27]
is used as the middle dielectric spacer. Thanks to the structure of the THz MPA, the thickness of the LC layer is much
less than a wavelength; thus we achieve a fast, tunable TMA.
Furthermore, in combination with LC simulations, we experimentally verify the strong near-field enhancement distribution
inside the MPA indirectly and bridge the position-dependence
of near-field and far-field tunable absorption observations.

2. Device structure and principle
The configuration of the component is illustrated in
Fig. 1(a). It is composed of two parallel fused silica substrates
separated by a 15 µm spacer and infiltrated with the large
birefringence LC NJU-LDn-4 (∆n ∼ 0.3 in the 0.5–1.0 THz
range). The bottom substrate (closest to the THz source) is
covered with the Au metasurface, while the top substrate is
covered with the Au ground plane. Both electrodes are spincoated with sulfonic azo dye (SD1) as the alignment layers and
photoaligned [28,29] to obtain a homogeneous pre-alignment
parallel to the horizontal connecting wires. The optical axis of
the LC is initially parallel to the connecting wires, as shown
in Fig. 1(b). The cells are driven by applying a 1 kHz squarewave alternating current signal through copper tapes connect-
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ing the electrodes to the electric power source. A reflective
optical micrograph of the metasurface is shown in Fig. 1(c);
the unit cell consists of a resonant disk. The horizontal metallic wires connect each disk and facilitate applying the voltage
to the metasurface.
The working principle here is the same as that of an ordinary MPA. The metasurface strongly couples to the incident
THz electric field, and pairing the metasurface with a metal
ground plane creates a mechanism for coupling to the magnetic component of the THz wave. Both the metal itself and
the dielectric loss of the middle layer dissipate the incident energy. Zero transmission is ensured by the metal ground plane
regardless of the thickness of the top substrate. By simply altering the applied voltage, we can tune the refractive index of
the middle LC layer, allowing for both impedance matching
and strong absorption at the resonant frequency. It is assumed
that the thickness of the aligning layer SD1 is at the nanoscale,
which is not taken into account, so is the effect caused by the
bottom substrate. As reported by Chen et al., the response time
of the tunable TMA in their study could not be measured because of the limitations of the THz-TDS system. [30] However,
our LC thickness is just 15 µm, comparable to that used in
the LC display (LCD) field in which the response time of LCs
is nearly proportional to the square of the cell gap. [31] Consequently, our device has the same millisecond scale response
time as a typical LCD. The employment of LC NJU-LDn-4
with a large birefringence also greatly reduces the cell gap and
the response time. Therefore, this TMA is a faster tunable THz
LC device compared to the traditional LC-based THz devices
with a large cell gap.
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Fig. 1. (color online) Schematic of an LC-based fast tunable TMA. (a) Rendering of the LC cell. The top fused silica substrate, which can be of
any thickness, is covered with a metal ground plane, and the bottom one with a metasurface. (b) Core region of the TMA. Both the metasurface
and the metal ground plane are spin-coated with SD1 alignment layers which are homogenously aligned along the x axis. The cell is filled with
LC NJU-LDn-4 drawn in by capillary action, which serves as the dielectric spacer with a thickness of 15 µm. (c) Optical microscope image of
the metasurface. The diameter D of each disk electrode is 130 µm, and they are connected in the x direction by metal wires with a linewidth
d = 10 µm; the period of the metasurface T = 150 µm.
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3. Results and discussion

is for the initial LC director (the optical axis) parallel to the
x axis, i.e., the unbiased state (0 V), with nx = n e , ny = no ,
nz = no ; the other is the extreme situation where all the LC
directors are in a vertical orientation with nx = no , ny = no ,
nz = ne . The linearly polarized THz wave is normally incident into the TMA with the electric field E0 in the x direction.
Figure 2(a) shows that the resonance frequency shifts to lower
frequencies when the LC director rotates out of the x–y plane
by the applied voltages, and the maximum tunable range could
be from 0.842 THz to 0.817 THz.

We use the COMSOL software to simulate the tunable
range of the far field resonant characteristic and the near field
enhancement inside TMA. The simulations are performed by
a frequency domain solver with periodic boundary conditions.
The Au is modeled as a Drude metal with a plasma frequency
of 2π × 2181 THz and a collision frequency of 2π × 6.5 THz.
The LC is an anisotropic material with no = 1.5 + j0.05 and
ne = 1.8 + j0.03. We choose two cases to simulate. One case
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Fig. 2. (color online) Simulations of liquid crystal based TMAs. (a) Far field reflection spectra for the cases of the LC director parallel
to the connecting wires (black curve) in the x–y plane and perpendicular to the electrode (red curve) in the z direction. (b) Near field
distribution of the unit cell inside the TMA. Electric field cross sections of the LC layer from top to bottom at resonance frequency
0.842 THz (unbiased) of panel (a). (c) Each THz electric field component is shown at the plane 3 nearby metasurface.

Figure 2(b) exhibits the very complicated inhomogeneous
internal electric field that is caused by the structure of the
TMA. Because the electric field spatial distributions at different resonant frequencies are similar, we show only the unbiased situation with an absorption maximum (Amax ) at the resonant frequency of approximately 0.842 THz. The enhancement of the electric field in plane 2 of the TMA (E2 max /E0 ) is
about 104 ; this is consistent with the values reported in other
studies. [14] Furthermore, the electric field intensity increases
in the z direction. We show only three layers from top to bottom, E3 max in plane 3 (1 µm up the wire-disk plane) is about
3 times of E1 max in plane 1 (1 µm below the ground plane).
This happens in a range of just 15 µm, which has a deep subwavelength resolution in the vertical direction. A significant
enhancement of the electric field is observed at the rim of the
metal disk. We choose the plane nearest to the metasurface
to explore the electric field distribution in the x–y plane, as
shown in Fig. 2(c). We note that the E field in the x–y plane is
also inhomogeneous with sub-wavelength resolution. The Ex ,
Ey focus on the edge of the disk, and Ez has the strongest enhanced electric field. Furthermore, the electric field intensity
Ez from the edge to the center of the disk exhibits a considerable position dependence, from a maximum to zero in only the
length of one radius (65 µm).
The THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS)
(TAS7400SP, Advantest Corporation, Japan) in the reflec-

tion mode is used to characterize the response of the THz
tunable absorber. The system covers the THz spectrum from
0.1 THz to 4 THz and exhibits high spectral power stability in
the range of 0.5–2.5 THz with 1.9 GHz resolution. The THz
wave arrives at near-normal-incidence to the metasurface of
the TMA though the bottom substrates with the electric field
parallel to the metal connecting wires. As we increase the applied voltage from 1 Vrms to 7 Vrms in the low voltage range,
as shown in Fig. 3(a), the depth of the reflection minimum
(Rmin ) changes (by 10 dB) while the center frequency remains
nearly constant at 0.84 THz. When the applied voltage further
increases, the resonant frequency shifts from 0.838 THz to the
lower frequency 0.828 THz, which is shown in Fig. 3(d). An
increase in the voltage (from 10 Vrms to 25 Vrms ) increases the
reflection from approximately −28.5 dB to about −7.5 dB at
0.838 THz. As the applied voltage increases even more to near
saturation (∼ 60 Vrms in this case), the reflection spectrum of
the electrically controlled fast tunable LC based TMA is similar to that in the low voltage range, as shown in Fig. 3(g).
The change of the resonance frequency is less than that of the
resonance amplitude.
We use a 3D module of the commercial software Techwiz
LCD to simulate the director distribution in the cell. Just as
in the experiment, the top electrode is a disk-wire metasurface
while the bottom one is a metal ground plane. Pre-alignment is
parallel to the x axis in the x–y plane and the cell gap is 15 µm.
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A 1 kHz square-wave alternating current signal is used. The
dielectric anisotropy and viscosity of the LC mixture are as
follows: ε|| = 9.12, ε− = 3.11, ∆ε = 6.01; γ = 65 mm2 ·s−1 .
In the low voltage range (1–7 Vrms ), as shown in Figs. 3(b)
and 3(c), a large amount of LC, directly above the disk and
the connecting wire, re-orients, where the THz electric field
(only in the z direction) is not too high, this mainly results in
changes of the depth (not the center frequency) of the resonant curve. As the applied voltage increases from 10 Vrms to
25 Vrms , a small amount of LC at the rim of the disk re-orients
(a)

in response to the fringe field. The directors of the LC gradually change along the two directions (radial and azimuth) as
shown in the inset of Figs. 3(e) and 3(f), where the THz electric field is strongly enhanced, hence the resonant frequency
shifts distinctly. With further increase of the voltage (30 Vrms
to 60 Vrms ), almost all of the LC eventually re-orients, with the
direction having tiny changes at the four horns of the unit disk
(shown in Figs. 3(h) and (i)) where the THz electric field is
comparably low; the resonant characteristics exhibit the same
general behavior that they display in the low voltage case.
(c)
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Fig. 3. (color online) Experimentally measured response of the TMA, and LC simulations. (a) Reflection spectroscopy from 1–7 V. The
magnitude of the reflection changes by about 10 dB at the resonant frequency of 0.84 THz. (b), (c) Schematic of simulated LC director
evolution with the driving voltages of panel (a), only the LC on the metal wire disk re-orients its director. (d) Reflection spectroscopy from
10–25 V. The resonant frequency shifts downward from 0.838 THz to 0.828 THz. (e), (f) Schematic of simulated LC director evolution with
the driving voltages of panel (d), the LC re-orients its director gradually along the radial and azimuth directions with increasing voltage. (g)
Tunable reflection spectroscopy from 30–60 V. The magnitude of the reflection changes by over 10 dB at 0.825 THz. (h), (i) The corresponding
LC director distribution of panel (g), all the LC directors are nearly vertical at 60 V.

The general trend is that the LC material at different locations inside the TMA makes different contributions to the resonant characteristics of the device. Re-orientation of the LC director is induced by the static electric field. The amplitude, but
not the center frequency, of the resonant peak changes clearly

pen at the same place, especially close to the metasurface, the
THz–LC interaction is greatly enhanced, resulting in the significant position change of the resonant peak. All of these
effects occur over a distance scale that is much less than one
wavelength.

with the applied voltage where the intensity of the THz wave
is low. Thus the imaginary part of the refractive index of the

4. Conclusion

anisotropic LC has a major influence. When LC reorientation

In this work, we have developed a fast tunable TMA with
millisecond response time by making use of the unique struc-

(Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)) and THz enhancement (Fig. 2(b)) hap-
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ture and the high birefringence of the LC at THz frequencies. This device provides an all-electronic means of both
frequency and amplitude modulations of the absorption resonance. Position-dependence of the field enhancement with
sub-wavelength resolution inside the TMA has been verified
by the evolution of the LC director and far field absorption
properties driven by voltage. Future work would involve various metamaterials to control the near-field distribution and
to realize, not only fast but also widely tunable THz photonic devices for amplitude, phase, and polarization modulations as well as complex wavefront control. [32,33] LC is just a
type of organic material with self-assembly. This “live” TMA
can be considered as a model or platform for enhanced THzmatter interaction for anisotropic refractive index sensing of
microscale samples. [34,35] It provides an alternative method to
solve the challenges of weak THz intensity and poor detection
resolution, which will play important roles in THz biological
imaging and sensing applications.
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